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New World Wines
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Small Innovations
Great Motivations

Wine Club


A Chinese Consumer's Guide to
Becoming a Certified Wine Geek ( Part III-Step Two)
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I now continue with my suggestions for all aspiring Chinese wine geeks.
If you downed Parts I & II and Step One of Part III, you are ready for the next to last piece
of advice from your global wine guru, Red Fred. Pay attention, you will be tested.
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Part III Step Two: Establishing & Popularizing
Your Own “Wine Society”
No self-respecting Certified Chinese Wine
Geek would ever admit to not being associated with a well respected “wine society”.
What is a wine society? It is a private group
of wine lovers who have formed a social club,
called a “society” for the expressed purpose

their own or having taken a wine course)

of celebrating the enjoyment of premium wine

are eligible to become members and

and making new friends who share the same

in this way you associate with those of

passion for wine.

similar wine interest. Select officers

The next question is how do you set-up a

who are capable as leaders, but also

wine society and how should it operate. How

friendly, generous and those who cel-

you establish it depends on how formal you

ebrate life.

Fred Tibitts Jr. is a global wine consultant based in New York. He assists some of the top hotel and restaurant chains in the U.S. and Asia
Pacific developing their wine by the
glass programs, leading educational
trips to wine producing countries
and hosting VIP industry dinners at
New York and across Asia.

want to make your arrangements. If you want

Another way to better define who

it to be set-up properly with a view to the fu-

you want as members is to require an

ture as it grows, consult an attorney as to the

initiation fee to be paid prior to a new

legal steps you must take; protect the name

member being certified as a member.

of your society by making it yours and yours

The higher the initiation fee, the smaller

only (such as “The Number One Wine Soci-

your society; however, so be careful

ety in China”) and create a set of “By-Laws”

that it is affordable to encourage mem-

evening's entertainment.

that sets the rules for membership and how

bership from a broad range of

Serve cheeses and mini por-

you operate your society, including the elec-

prospects. Then take the initiation fees

tions of foods paired with the

tion of a Board of Directors and officers.. This

and create a wine cellar for your soci-

wines. Encourage wineries to

insures that only those who meet your criteria

ety that becomes a source of pride over

send their winemaker when he

(such as evidence of studying about wine on

time, as it becomes legendary in your

or she is in your area to in-

area or region or even all of China. As

crease the educational value

special vintages of your society red

for all your members and in-

wine mature over the years, host el-

sure that the wines donated for

egant dinners, charging a fee to attend

the occasion are the

your wine dinner for the privilege of en-

winemaker's best. Of course,

joying one or more glasses of your vin-

every China holiday must be

tage Bordeaux, Burgundy, Grange Her-

observed with a special meet-

mitage from Australia, Opus One from

ing of your society, when you

California or Grace Vineyard's

invite the entertainment press

Chairman's Reserve from China.

to your events to guarantee fa-

In terms of your operating rules,

vorable press, which of course

hold regular meetings, usually once a

is a great way to increase

month in the evening. Start by con-

membership with prospects

ducting wine tastings with wines do-

who may even exceed your

nated (by local merchants or wine pro-

criteria. If I am in town, make

ducers eager to get each member's

sure I have a guest invitation.

business as well as sell the society ex-

I'll be there. Live from China, I

pensive wine for the society wine cellar),

am Red Fred
Fred. Red as the love

but if necessary, purchased by charg-

that is the love of my life.

ing each attendee a fee for the

To be Continued…
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